Vance resigns position over Iranian conflict

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance is resigning in the wake of his disagreement with President Carter over the attempt to rescue American hostages in Iran, The Associated Press learned last night.

Vance's departure, considered imminent, is certain to add to Carter's problems following the collapse of the mission in a remote desert in Iran last week.

They had a good relationship, but both the president and the secretary conclude it was impossible for him to function as secretary of state, "a senior administration official, who refused to be identified."

Details of the resignation were not disclosed, but it was confirmed by sources inside the administration and the Press.

"We regret the resignation of Secretary Vance.... it is clearly a loss for the cause of common sense," Carter said.

There was no immediate indication of who would take Vance's place. He had said he would be leaving at the end of the four-year term of office if Carter is re-elected, and Warren M. Christopher, the deputy secretary of state, has been considered a leading prospect to succeed him.

A theory has persisted from the start that Brzezinski, like Vance, would like to see the United States away from detente with the Russians.

Christopher recently has taken on a number of travel missions that normally would have been Vance's, including efforts to persuade European leaders to support Carter's economic sanctions against Iran and the Soviet Union for the "So vak's intervention in Afghanistan." Vance, 63, is a veteran of the Democratic foreign policy establishment whose international views underwent a major shift during the Vietnam war. A former deputy defense secretary, he became an advocate of conciliation and a low-keyed approach to world problems.

One of his principal interests, a transition to black rule in Rhodesia, was accomplished largely through the efforts of the British government. But in arms control and human rights, Vance saw once-favored Carter policies take a back seat to growing confrontation with the Soviet Union.

While Brzezinski, Defense Secretary Harold Brown and other key members of the administration set the stage for the final siege attempt, there was no sign of Vance, even though he quietly worked pre-dawn last week on plans to rescue American hostages in a remote desert in Iran last week.

A Noble Dame student was injured during an An Tostal "Earthball" game on Stephens Field Saturday. Witnesses said that Robert Hartnett, a freshman from Fanner Hall, ran into the 6-foot diameter "earthball" and was "trampled" by the crowd after he fell to the ground. The student was transported to St. Joseph's Hospital where he was listed in satisfactory condition.

Earthball is played on a football field with anywhere from 20 to several hundred players on each team. The players line up on either goal line and the inflated ball is placed in the center of the field. The players then run to the ball, bat it into the air, and try to move it down the field over the opposing team's goal line.

On Saturday, approximately 200 to 300 people from the North and South quad lined up on opposite goal lines. According to witnesses, as the referee's signal Hartnett ran towards the ball with the rest of the North Quad team.

Reaching the ball ahead of his teammates, he bounced off the ball and fell to the ground. "We said, 'Can you go down and tried to stop,'" said one player who was at the front of the North Quad pack. "But the guys in the back couldn't see him and kept pushing forward."

"Nothing like this has happened. It was just a freak accident."

As soon as the referees saw Hartnett go down, they stopped the game. "He was knocked unconscious and bleeding pretty badly," said referee Bill Hogan. "But he was still breathing." An ambulance was called to the scene and Hartnett was transported to the hospital where he was treated for a concussion and facial lacerations.

"It was wild," one witness said. "Almost 100 people came together and then BOOM! this kid gets trampled. "We thought we could control it," Hogan said. "It was all over in 15 minutes. It was just a freak accident."
Indiana campaign headquarters for Republican John B. Anderson are closing their doors to signal a new beginning. The pursuit of an independent bid for the presidency. Because of the state of the campaign, we’ve had pull-backs in our (Indiana) operation. Headquartered in an abandoned building, Anderson said his campaign does not have the resources to continue. He announced his decision Thursday to run for president as an independent.

State coordinator Don Reidel said Thursday that the Indiana Anderson for President Committee was being disbanded, but that a group to push Anderson’s independent bid in Indiana might be formed in the near future.

Hunt brothers given $800M despite credit restraints

WASHINGTON (AP) - The chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Paul A. Volcker, helped arrange up to $800 million in credit for the billionaire Hunt brothers of Texas to help them pay their silver speculative debts, it was learned last week. Meanwhile, the chairman of the Housing Banking Council, William A. Corbett, accused the board of appearing to violate its own credit restraint directives through an involvement in the transaction. Rep. Henry Reuss, D-Wis., also said he planned to hold hearings on the board’s activities.

The president of the Hunt brothers, who did not want to comment, and Volcker gave his approval to the line of credit from private banks in late March because of concerns that the financial problems of the billion-dollar Hunt Banker Hunt and William Herbert Hunt placed some brokerage houses and banks in potential jeopardy. Volcker’s approval apparently was deemed necessary because the board had announced rigid restraints on credit sought for speculative purposes two weeks earlier, on March 14. The credit restraints are an integral part of the government’s anti-inflation program.

Murderer files lawsuit alleging poor jail conditions

FORT WAYNE: Ind. (AP) - A convicted murderer, now serving a life term at the Wesville Correctional Center, has filed a $350,000 civil rights suit against court county officials for alleged poor conditions in the Adams County Jail. The suit filed in U. S. District Court by Ernest Richard Tope of Decatur, Ill., alleges the guards allowed inmates to work with, lack of recreational facilities and general poor conditions at the jail. The suit names as defendants former Adams County commissioners Robert Workman, Denting and Former Sheriff William Baumam. Tope was held in the Adams County Jail before and during his 1975 trial for the murder of Cheryl Ann Felger of Van Wert, Ohio, the year before.

Recession attacks several Indiana automakers

By The Associated Press (AP) - As the nationwide recession deepened, planned layoffs this week at Marion, Muncie, Evansville and Anderson brought the number of additional Indiana workers idled to 1,481. In Muncie, 500 persons were laid off at the Chevrolet plant, and an additional 200-250 workers will be idled indefinitely at the Warner-Gear division of Borg Warner Corp. The layoffs at Chevrolet, which was scheduled to be down the downturn in auto sales, will only last two weeks. But there are already 182 persons on indefinite layoff at the plant, which makes transmissions for Chevy cars and trucks.

Campus

6:45 ROSARY daily at the GROTTO. 7 p.m., 10 p.m. FILM "bridge over the river kwai." ENG. AUDITORIUM $1

11 p.m. RADIO wond, "talk it up," is sponsoring a political discussion, centering around the Indiana primary and the various presidential candidates, also to be discussed will be the problem of voter registration drives on campus. Listeners are invited to call in with questions and comments at 6640 or 7425. AM 64, WSND.

News in brief

Recession attacks several Indiana workers idled to 1,481. In Muncie, Evansville and Anderson brought the number of additional Indiana workers idled to 1,481. In Muncie, 500 persons were laid off at the Chevrolet plant, and an additional 200-250 workers were idled indefinitely at the Warner-Gear division of Borg Warner Corp. The layoffs at Chevrolet, which was scheduled to be down the downturn in auto sales, will only last two weeks. But there are already 182 persons on indefinite layoff at the plant, which makes transmissions for Chevy cars and trucks.

We need to take care of each, other, not just worry about ourselves, he commented. "The world is not working," but we see the sons who made that choice, intrigued Denver. In a conversation between Jerry Loaders (Denver) and God (George Burns), in the movie "It’s God, Loaders says, "why don’t you make the world work?" and God replies, "I gave you each other to make it work."

75 years old

Mrs. William F. Roemer, 75, formerly of 422 East Angela Boulevard, died Thursday in Cardinal Nursing Home where she resided for one year.

Mrs. Roemer had been a teacher at St. Joseph’s Grade School from 1957 to 1970.

She was the wife of late William F. Roemer, Sr., a professor of philosophy at the University of Notre Dame. Mr. Roemer died in 1971.

She is survived by her five sons and daughter: William of Tucson, Arizona; Joseph of San Jose, California; and Thomas, James, Charles and Mary Roemer of South Bend.

Mrs. Roemer also survives by her five daughters-in-law, twenty-seven grandchildren, three great-grandchildren, her two sisters, Sr. Cecille Marie, C.S.C., St. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana, and Sr. Anne Cecile, C.S.C. of Flint, Michigan, and her brother, James Luther, of Denver, Colorado.

She was a lifelong member of St. Joseph’s Church and the Alter Society, a charter member of the Ladles of Notre Dame, and a member of the 1927 class of St. Mary’s College. Mrs. Roemer was waked from St. Joseph’s Church and the Funeral Home. The Mass of the Resurrection was celebrated at St. Joseph’s Church at Hill and LaSalle in South Bend on Monday, April 28.

Mrs. Roemer was the sister of Mrs. William F. Roemer, 75, of Colorado. She was a lifelong member of St. Joseph’s Church and the Alter Society, a charter member of the Ladles of Notre Dame, and a member of the 1927 class of St. Mary’s College. Mrs. Roemer was waked from St. Joseph’s Church and the Funeral Home. The Mass of the Resurrection was celebrated at St. Joseph’s Church at Hill and LaSalle in South Bend on Monday, April 28.
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New building planned

WNDU accepts bids for building

by Kelli Flint
Service Staff Reporter

At least fifteen organizations have expressed an interest in occupying the current WNDU building, according to Leo Corbaci, Dean of Administration.

WNDU is awaiting finalization of plans for a new facility, which will be located on Door Road. The dates for the groundbreaking and completion of the building are uncertain at this time.

However, Corbaci estimated that the new facility should be completed within the next 18 months. "There has been much interest expressed in the building," Corbaci said. "There have been no serious discussions yet as to who will occupy it."

Corbaci did not release the names of the organizations that have expressed interest in the WNDU building. The Observer has learned of three of these organizations.

Educational Technology Services has expressed written interest in the building, according to Andrew Zand, coordinator of Educational Services. (ETS). "Since the WNDU building is designed for media, I would like to think that our facilities would be close to many buildings that make use of our facilities." Zand added that the WNDU building would make ETS more accessible for students.

Zand noted other advantages associated with the new location. "If we were located in the WNDU building, we would be able to cut the use of vehicles for delivering film and equipment, he said. "We would be close to many buildings that make use of our facilities."

Zand estimated optimistic about his chances for obtaining the WNDU building for ETS. "Since the WNDU building is designed for media, I would like to think that our facilities would be close to many buildings that make use of our facilities."

Zand added that the WNDU facilities would enable ETS to expand their current services. "If we now have only two or three areas for individual viewing of tapes," Zand said, "this causes problems because the number of students that use our facilities. We've designed a plan that would add three individual viewing areas, and also allow for two large group areas."

Zand said that he is optimistic about his chances for obtaining the WNDU building for ETS. "Since the WNDU building is designed for media, I would like to think that our facilities would be close to many buildings that make use of our facilities."

Zand noted other advantages associated with the new location. "If we were located in the WNDU building, we would be able to cut the use of vehicles for delivering film and equipment, he said. "We would be close to many buildings that make use of our facilities."

Zand estimated optimistic about his chances for obtaining the WNDU building for ETS. "Since the WNDU building is designed for media, I would like to think that our facilities would be close to many buildings that make use of our facilities."

Zand added that the WNDU building would make ETS more accessible for students.

"We have designed floor plans for the building," Zand said. "We feel that a central location would make ETS more accessible for students."

...Guerrillas

"Lino" was reported to have said in Havana that the guerrillas planned to stay "indefinitely" in Cuba even though he said he had tickets to travel from Havana to Madrid and then on to Vienna. The Cuban foreign minister, the president of the Cuban Communist Party and the Minister of the Interior met the guerrillas at the airport.

Denver offers solution to starvation problem

By Mary Carrigan

"It really is possible to eliminate hunger on this planet in the next 15-20 years," said John Denver at a Saturday press conference before his concert at the ACC. In 45 minutes he presented a very convincing and emotional plea to eliminate hunger.

"Fifteen to twenty million people starve each year and I want to do something about it," emphasized Denver. His talent lies in communicating with people. Many have written him to tell him that his songs express feelings and emotions that they could never put into words. As a member of the President's commission on World Hunger, Denver wants to educate and communicate with people to make them aware that there is a problem. Fifteen to twenty million people starve to death each year, and it "is a worldwide goal to try and eliminate hunger," he added.

Denver offered a simple and basic solution for the average individual. Consciously look at..."[continued on page 2]
Inmates take several hostages as 'peaceful' negotiations begin

MICHIGAN CITY, Ind. (AP) - A food service worker and six guards were taken hostage yesterday by about 35 apparently unarmed inmates at the Indiana State Prison, but three of the hostages were released and negotiations started.

"There's no leadership among them. They're very unorganized and probably frightened," Larson told newsman at the prison. "Negotiations will continue through the night. We expect a settlement by early morning, noon at the latest. There is a tone of optimism." Larson said the prison takeover apparently was related to the stabbing of a guard Saturday night. He said the guard, who was not identified, was stabbed several times and went into a flight of stairs. His condition was not known.

Larson, a Valparaiso Republican, said the wounded guard apparently was "one of the guards the prisoners have a grievance with."

"Much of this goes back to some particular people that prisoners have disagreements against," he said.

Officials "made a choice to negotiate...instead of storming in and removing the prisoners, because they believe the prisoners are serious," Larson said.

There were no reports of injuries and the inmates were not believed armed, said William Watt, executive assistant to Gov. Otis R. Bowen.

Bill Warrick of South Bend television station WSBT, one of the newsmen inside, said the inmates sought hostages on a medical care, individual review of the cases of prisoners in the security lockdown and better medical coverage of the prison. They also wanted amnesty for all inmates participating in the incident.

Warrick said the inmates told him the safety of the remaining hostages was not in compliance with their demands. "About 100 state troopers stood guard in the front cell and county and city police were also at the prison. We do not want state police being called in for backup," said Sgt. Larry Dembinski, public information officer at the state police post in nearby LaPorte.

There was some confusion earlier whether six or seven hostages had been taken originally.

Watt and state police said that after one guard was released when he complained of hyperventilation, there were five guards and a food service worker being held in the security area of the "C" cell block.

But Maj. O. Warren Jackson said only four guards and the food service worker were held.

No one was injured.

There are 1,600 inmates at the prison in this city of 39,000 residents on Lake Michigan. It is Indiana's only maximum security prison, although a new facility for lower security inmates is expected to open soon.

The Michigan City facility has a long history of problems.

The prison received attention in March 1979 when inmates held hostage guards and a food service worker in a secluded unit before releasing them unharmed after a six-hour standoff.

There are five guards and a food service worker being held in the security area of the "C" cell block.

The Michigan City facility has a long history of problems.

The prison received attention in March 1979 when inmates held hostage guards and a food service worker in a secluded unit before releasing them unharmed after a six-hour standoff.

Wendy McCarty, the committee is optimistic about their chances of obtaining the WNDU building. "We feel that the development of a Social Concerns Center is a priority and should be looked on as such," McCarty said. "As a Catholic institution, we have a commitment to volunteer and other service programs. A Social Concerns Center would be an expression of our commitment to social concerns.

Radio station WSNF has also expressed an interest in occupying the WNDU building, according to WSNF Executive Board member Paul Stauder.

"There has been a working relationship between WNDU and WSNF," Stauder said.

"WNDU would be a great facility for WSNF, since we're already a radio station. We looked into expanding our office space and possibly adding another studio prior to WNDU's announcement that they would be vacating their current facility."

Stauder said that he is uncertain of WNDU's chances of obtaining the WNDU building. "If we were given the building, there would be some changes involved with our moving in," Stauder said. "We could easily trasnform the WNDU building, and our relationship with the WSNF would ease the transition."

---

WNDU

---
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[continued from page 5] said.

According to committee member Mary McCarthy, the committee is optimistic about their chances of obtaining the WNDU building. "We feel that the development of a Social Concerns Center is a priority and should be looked on as such," McCarty said. "As a Catholic institution, we have a commitment to volunteer and other service programs. A Social Concerns Center would be an expression of our commitment to social concerns."

Radio station WSNF has also expressed an interest in occupying the WNDU building, according to WSNF Executive Board member Paul Stauder.

"There has been a working relationship between WNDU and WSNF," Stauder said.

"WNDU would be a great facility for WSNF, since we're already a radio station. We looked into expanding our office space and possibly adding another studio prior to WNDU's announcement that they would be vacating their current facility."

Stauder said that he is uncertain of WNDU's chances of obtaining the WNDU building. "If we were given the building, there would be some changes involved with our moving in," Stauder said. "We could easily trasnform the WNDU building, and our relationship with the WSNF would ease the transition."
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[continued from page 5] baskets apiece, but still had some problems hitting the target as they scored 10 and 22 shots respectively. Total Class showed a dismal 15-63 from the field. In Friday's semi-final action, B.T.'s Blowoffs squeaked past One Varsity Player and Four Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points.

Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points. Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points.

Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points. Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points.

Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points. Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points. Total Class reached the finals with an easy 21-12 win over One Varsity Player and Six Girls Who Couldn't Make the Team 23-21, in overtime. Marvey again led the way for the Blowoffs with nine baskets, while Sue Kunkel paced the losers with eight points.
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American Express hasn't changed its application qualifications for graduating students during the current credit crisis.

That's because the American Express® Card isn't a credit card. It's a charge card. There's no revolving, open-end credit. You are expected to pay your bill in full every month. So with the Card, you don't get in over your head.

You use your head.

American Express is continuing its special application plan for graduating students. If you have a $10,000 job (or the promise of one) lined up, you can apply for an American Express Card right now.

You'll need the Card for everything from business lunches to vacations, from buying clothes to buying theatre tickets.

You'll have new responsibilities after graduation. The American Express Card will help you manage them.

To apply for a Card, just pick up an application at one of the displays on campus. Or you can call the toll-free number 800-528-8000, and ask for a special student application.

The American Express® Card. Don't leave school without it.
Henry Valenzuela got the Irish off to an explosive start with a three-run homer in the first inning.

SATURDAY
Pickering abounded for the Irish as both Mike Kenahan and

Marty Vuomo tossed six hitters, pacing Notre Dame to 5-1 and victories respectively over Illinois Chicago Circle.
In the first game, Kenahan stuck out three and did not walk a batter as he improved his season record to 4-0. Voelinger snapped a 1-1 deadlock with his two-run shot in the third inning.
In the second game, it was Voelinger again doing the damage. He proved to be the winning run with a first inning sacrifice fly bringing home
Vuomo, who set down 12 straight Circlebatters over six streches, struck out four and walked none.

SUNDAY
With 24 hits in just 14 innings of play, the Irish coasted by Bowling Green in the opener, 6-2 and eked out an 8-2 win in the second game.
Mike Deasey, now 5-1 on the year, went the distance, gave up no earned runs, just four hits and struck out seven Falcon batters in the first game. Valenzuela drove in two runs with a first inning double down the left field line.
Bryan Smith and Robs. hit seven runs and both still chalked up a complete game, as Notre Dame held off a late Falcon surge to improve the season slate to 22-7. Mike Simendon-
ger was the hitting star in the nightcap with three hits and three RBIs.

...Irish

Molarity

The Daily Crossword

...Streak

[continued from page 8] rough one, but we lost the other two in straight sets. It just wasn't our day...

With the team loss went almost all hopes of a possible NCAA representation. Notre Dame's best shot for a trip to Athens, Ga., was at number one doubles where Harris and Herb Hopwood had been as hot as the team winning streak of 14 straight before yesterday.

"Court and I wanted to win that one more than anything," said a disappointed Hopwood, "but now the pressure's off. I guess that's some consolation."

The 15-3 Irish must regroup between now and Wednesday when they take on always tough Western Michigan at the Comple-
ter Center. Notre Dame won a 3-4 squeaker last year at Kalamazoo.

With the season goal of 20 wins still mathematically within reach, Harris has made one thing quite clear. "I guarantees, we'll win 20 matches," he said yesterday. "In fact, I feel sorry for our next five opponents. They're gonna run into one fired up team."
All classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the date issued to which they are applying. The Paper will accept classifications Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All classifications must be paid for either in person or through the mail.

Classifieds

Notices

Guides yourself in London, Hawaii, Mexico City!! Extensive Introductory description of where to see like a native. Only $5 plus 30 cents, handling. A trade of books, 350, $2 50, Hamburger Beach, CA. 220 Free Trade.

President Carter: Notre Dame/SMC Recruitment this Sat. Sept. 24th in LaParle Bungalow 10, April 1977. For further information, call Paul Klingman, 1667 evenings.


Professional Typing Service. Any straights, apps, memos, bookkeeping, term papers, reports. Manuscripts. TV commercials. For all services.

BOOKSTORE

South Bend 209-7949

TYING PLUS. Term papers, theses, dissertations, light editing, ghost writing, Literary search, under-graduate, graduate, 13,500 pages, 24 hands. 5% rate scale based on total. Endless hours of research. Booklets, dissertations, inquiries automatically handled. Free catalog by phone. 312-288-1463.

Lost & Found

Found: in the A/F Post Office, a pair of old white shoes. If lost, please ask for Brother Thomas. All at the 1st Apartments.

Talent: Navy, 5 powder blue down close on a front, size L. Please call Mr. New Gardner on 429-1444. Please call 268-5045.


wanted

Looking for ride to Cleveland or to Pa. Need ride east to Cleveland or to Pa. Call 216-490-1711.

For Sale

1977 Camaro, silver 20,000 miles on automatic, small V8 gets 16 mpg city, stong engine, stereo, black leather, $3,000. 1978 Le Mans, explain 30,000 miles, automatic small V8 gets 27 mpg city, AM-FM stereo with front and rear speakers, $300. Both are in excellent condition. Call Mr. Lewis of 1242 west 119th. 416-279-0007.

Need ride to Dallas for summer. Can leave from my campus, May 11, title McHenry 2715. Thanks! Please need ride to Dallas after 10th June 13th.

For Sale

Need ride to Wisconsin camp. Call title: 3171.

Wanted

Need ride to Waukee, Iowa. Call title: 3171.

Wanted to buy: a standard size saxophone, player with string nylon strings. Call 3479.

Wanted: one graduation ticket. Call title: 3479.


Wanted: Riders to Canton, OH leave May 12, return Sunday noon or evening. Call title 3356.


Spring cleaning sale at Salvation Army. All books are 30 percent off retail. Payless 25 percent. All type of paperback books available. 305 South West Ave. 233-2542.

For a sale of pair of Fisher xp-95 (are wavy) $150 pick 1670.

14 1K Harrington bridge, title: $75. Mark's second, 3 room, 3 stores, both $300. E0 6152.


For sale: savage 6 string acoustic. Call title: 3356.

Handmade pottery: ceramic dinner dishes, goblets, mugs, etc. Call George 3609.

For sale: acoustic guitar player. Call George 3609.

Tickets

[Information about obtaining tickets for graduations.

For Sale


Personal

Brian Perry: For coming to our rescue at Nobel Komen's last Thursday.

Both Frank and Arne

Mand and Melody
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For Rent

For Rent

Handling. Travelsearch, Department q6, P.O. Box 297-0864, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Anne F. certainly loses a couple of blocks from campus, tor only $5 plus 30 cents, handling. A trade of books, 350, $2 50, Hamburger Beach, CA. 220 Free Trade.
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Spring cleaning sale at Salvation Army. All books are 30 percent off retail. Payless 25 percent. All type of paperback books available. 305 South West Ave. 233-2542.

For a sale of pair of Fisher xp-95 (are wavy) $150 pick 1670.

14 1K Harrington bridge, title: $75. Mark's second, 3 room, 3 stores, both $300. E0 6152.


For sale: savage 6 string acoustic. Call title: 3356.

Handmade pottery: ceramic dinner dishes, goblets, mugs, etc. Call George 3609.

For sale: acoustic guitar player. Call George 3609.
Sports

Defending Champs finish Bookstore as champs...

by Frank LaGrutta
Sports Writer

When Tom Sulakamp and Company were contemplating names for their 1980 Bookstore Basketball Tournament, the logical choice was Defending Champs.

Sure enough, there came the Champs last year and they won the title which made them defending champs this year. And "Champs" sounds like "Champs."

Well, almost.

Anyway, Bill Hanzlak made the prophetic name stick when he triumphed in the first doubles match and put the victorious Blowoffs in the lead for good.

Ohio State snaps nette's streak

by Michael Orman
Associate Sports Editor

Just as records were made to be broken, so too were streaks begun to be snapped.

The Notre Dame tennis team had its string of 14 consecutive victories stopped yesterday afternoon when the Blowoffs rallied for a 5-4 win in an 18-game deuce game divided between the Courtyard Tennis Center and the Lafayette South Racquet Club.

I'd rather have lost and acted the way we did than win and acted like we did.

Win six

Irish sweep double-headers

Playing a grueling six games in three days, the Notre Dame baseball team mowed down visiting Huntington, Illinois-Russ Liisch and Bowling Green, sweeping all three contests. As a result, Notre Dame's first 20-win season since 1959 was achieved.

Big Ten singles champion Ernie Fernandez and a variety of off the court commitments made by the Buckeyes, Fernandez minimally affected us even after he had been granted a lieutenant in both singles and doubles.

The Irish held a seemingly comfortable 4-1 lead going onto the doubles competition, needing just one win in three matches to take the victory. After the number three doubles had split the number two and number one teams and Irish teams had won their first set, the heavens began to sprinkle, and the remaining sets were forced to hold overnight until the RV show occupied the courts in the ACC.

"As it turned out, I don't think the rain made that much of a difference," said Irish coach Tom Fallon.

The number three doubles match was a tiebreak until 7-7 with the victorious Blowoffs, hitting ten baskets and grabbing 11 rebounds.

With Total Class leading 2-1 earlier in the match, Marye connected on three straight shots as the Blowoffs grabbed a 3-1 advantage. Maggie Lally, who also played this season for the Irish varsity, hit on two baskets in the victory. Lally made to the Irish lead for good.

Total Class had a tough time trying to overcome some fine shooting by the Blowoffs (21-36 for the game) and couldn't get inside on Marye, who blocked several shots and intimidated her opponents on several occasions.

Aftet all, the Blowoffs' solid one-two punch at the front line, as she scored six baskets and grabbed 11 rebounds, Hewitt and fellow guard Joy One added some solid shooting from the backline, combining to hit five of six shots. Team captain Beth "B.J." Jones, with two good baskets, was a solid candidate for the "Ironperson" award, as she averaged her knee early in the second half but still managed to grab five rebounds for the Blowoffs.

Cathy Carrie and Carrie Lienke were named to Total Class, scoring four

Spring Football '80

Walk-ons : A special breed

by Mark Perry
Sports Editor Emeritus

Early Sunday morning most of the students at Notre Dame were still in bed recovering from a weekend's worth of An Tostal activities. But behind the ACC, ten early risers were basking it up for honors in the second annual Notre Dame's Bookstore Basketball tournament.

An early riser made the prophetic team center who set several records in her first year on Notre Dame's women's varsity basketball team, led the way for the victorious Blowoffs, hitting ten baskets and grabbing 11 rebounds.

With Total Class leading 2-1 earlier in the match, Marye connected on three straight shots as the Blowoffs grabbed a 3-1 advantage. Maggie Lally, who also played this season for the Irish varsity, hit on two baskets in the victory. Lally made to the Irish lead for good.

Total Class had a tough time trying to overcome some fine shooting by the Blowoffs (21-36 for the game) and couldn't get inside on Marye, who blocked several shots and intimidated her opponents on several occasions.

Aftet all, the Blowoffs' solid one-two punch at the front line, as she scored six baskets and grabbed 11 rebounds, Hewitt and fellow guard Joy One added some solid shooting from the backline, combining to hit five of six shots. Team captain Beth "B.J." Jones, with two good baskets, was a solid candidate for the "Ironperson" award, as she averaged her knee early in the second half but still managed to grab five rebounds for the Blowoffs.

Cathy Carrie and Carrie Lienke were named to Total Class, scoring four

Tomm Gibbons

by television and radio stations, the walk-ons practice with the hope of some day getting a chance to play. But they are aware that the odds are against them. One of the few chances these players had to play against teams from other schools was lost when Notre Dame was forced to drop its junior varsity schedule in each of the last two seasons due to a shortage of players.

Every once in a while, though, a walk-on player earns a chance to play in a varsity game. Through a combination of outstanding play in practice and being in the right place at the right time, they get their shot at playing time. Lou Pagley, Chuck Maley, Tom Dessure, Joe Uno, Mark Norman and Bob Burger are just some of the walk-ons who have seen action in important games.

Players like these provide additional incentive for their fellow walk-ons. And their successes on both the practice and playing fields also give a big boost to all of their teammates.